Transparent frogs show potential of natural world
SIR -Your News in Brief story 'See-through frog offers inside information' (Nature 449, 521; 2007) reporting the creation of a transparent frog (Rana japonica) by M. Sumida and collaborators highlights an important achievement. But there are natural transparent tetrapods, which are not the result of genetic manipulation. The roughly 150 species of anurans commonly known as glass frogs (family Centrolenidae) show a high variation in degree of transparency, not only in their skin but also in the different peritonea covering their organs (see picture).
These natural 'see-through' frogs allow the observation in vivo of internal organs, which has potential for useful applications in the biomedical sciences. Further, although the transparent mutants of R. japonica are difficult to generate (only one out of 16 is transparent) and have very low fitness, glass frogs represent a highly diverse group widespread throughout the American tropics.
We There is no equivalent in the satellite world, nor in the defence industry, for a launch vehicle the size of a person, which is what's needed to return martian samples to Earth affordably. The velocity and acceleration required to lift a vehicle from Mars are twice the values needed to launch from our Moon. Indeed, this technical challenge is so daunting that it's impossible to tell whether a Mars sample-return mission will work without actually building and testing miniature launch-vehicle technology. Such technology won't result from commercial market forces, as do other advances that benefit spacecraft, such as computer chips, lightweight imagers and even satellite propulsion.
Stern should aim to bring about the Mars sample-return mission by building and testing technology designed for the purpose, not by revisiting mission design options, which may only extend 35 years of hopes to 40 or 50. The American Physical Society is the biggest organization of physicists in the United States, with a large international membership. The society is independent of any government, and its international freedom committee is responsible for monitoring the human rights of scientists throughout the world, including the United States, and assisting those in need. In the past couple of years our efforts have been partially focused on Russia, where several scientists collaborating with foreign researchers have been intimidated and prosecuted.
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As well as Mediannikov, we are actively assisting Valentin Danilov, Oscar Kaibyshev, Igor Sutyagin and Oleg Korobeinichev. We are committed to defending our colleagues at risk and we will continue to raise our voices whenever scholars encounter a prohibition on travelling, publishing or pursuing research. We call upon scientific humanrights organizations to join us to protest at restrictions, by any government, on the free exchange of ideas, be it by denying visas or barring scholars from attending conferences or taking academic positions.
